In a graph, a clique is a set of vertices such that every pair is connected by an edge. MAX-CLIQUE is the optimization problem of nding the largest clique in a given graph, and is NP-hard, even to approximate well. Several real-world and theory problems can be modeled as MAX-CLIQUE. In this paper, we e ciently approximate MAX-CLIQUE in a special case of the Hop eld Network whose stable states are maximal cliques. We present several energy-descent optimizing dynamics; both discrete (deterministic and stochastic) and continuous. One of these emulates, as special cases, two well known greedy algorithms for approximating MAX-CLIQUE. We report on detailed empirical comparisons on random graphs. Mean-Field Annealing|an e cient approximation to Simulated Annealing|and a stochastic dynamics are the narrow but clear winners. All dynamics approximate much better than one which emulates a \naive" greedy heuristic.
Cliques and Maximum Clique
In a graph with undirected edges, a clique is a set of vertices such that every pair is connected by an edge. A clique is maximal if no strict superset of it is also a clique. A k-clique is a clique of size k. A clique is maximum if it is the largest clique. In Figure 1 , the vertex sets: fa,c,d,eg, fc,dg,fa,bg, and fc,d,eg are not clique, non-maximal 2-clique, maximal-but-not-maximum clique, and maximum clique (size 3) respectively. 
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where g (x) 1 1 + e ? x is a sigmoid and its gain. Convergence to a continuous local minimum of (4) is thus guaranteed. Hop eld 16] also related the continuous local minima of (4) to the discrete local minima of (3) . He observed that the continuous and discrete local minima of the rst term of (4) are the same and showed that the contribution of the second term fades as is increased.
That is, as is increased, the continuous local minima of (4) monotonically approach the discrete local minima of (3) . This result will be signi cant in this paper.
The (binary-weights) Hop eld-clique Network (HcN) 19, 21 ] is a fully-connected special case of the Hop eld Network with the following restriction on weights: w ij 2 f ; 1g; i 6 = j and < 0. There are no self-weights (w ii = 0). I i = w 0 is the same external bias to all units. G N = (V; E) is the graph underlying the weight matrix whose vertices are the units and there is an undirected edge between every pair of units with positive weights (w ij = w ji = 1) and no edges for the remaining pairs.
The discrete HcN has S i 2 f0; 1g. The network state vector S = (S i ) 2 f0; 1g N is the characteristic membership vector of some V 0 V . We use S to denote the network state as a set as well as its characteristic state vector. S is a locally minimum (stable) state of the energy function of (3) if the energy of every state neighboring S (Hamming distance of 1 from S) is greater than or equal to that of S.
Lemma 1 ( 19, 21] ) For < ?N and 0 < w 0 < 1, the stable states of discrete HcN are exactly the maximal cliques of the G N underlying it.
We defer the proof to Section 3.2 where it follows as a corollary of Lemma 3.
By Lemma 1, the stable states of the discrete HcN instance with the underlying graph of Figure   1 are: fa,bg, fa,c,dg, and fc,d,eg, the maximal cliques. Proof-sketch: The main idea in the proof is that if a unit switches ON, it cannot subsequently switch OFF. Hence no unit switches more than twice. The following description of this main idea's proof, shorter than the rigorous one in 21], is due to T. Grossman 13] . Suppose unit i switches ON at time t. All units j such that w ij = are OFF at time t. At time t 0 > t, because i is ON, none of these units can switch ON. Hence i cannot switch OFF at time t 0 + 1 2.
A result equivalent to Lemma 2 was also independently obtained in 37].
Steepest Descent
One discrete dynamics that we will use to approximate MAX-CLIQUE is serial-update steepest energy-descent (SD). In every cycle, exactly one unit i|the one whose switch would maximally decrease the energy|is rst picked and then switched. Speci cally, i satis es: E i = min j E j < 0 where E k (t) = ? S k (t) ? S k (t ? 1)]n k is the energy change caused by the switch (i.e. S k (t) 6 = S k (t ? 1)) of S k .
With < ?2N, SD emulates the following greedy clique-nding algorithm on the underlying graph G N Step 2a switches a unit OFF that is inhibited by the largest number of ON units.
Step 4a switches a unit ON if it is currently OFF and receives no inhibition from any of the ON units. With S 0 V (initial state: all units ON), this becomes a well known greedy algorithm for nding a large clique (see 12]). With S 0 ; (initial state: all units OFF), this becomes another well known \naive" greedy algorithm for nding a large clique (see 27]). Though it follows from Lemma 2, it is also clear from the algorithm that SD(S 0 ) from any initial state S 0 converges in 2N unit-switches.
We sketch the proof that SD emulates the above algorithm. Consider a state S that is not a clique. First, because is su ciently negative and because of steepest descent, a unit in S necessarily switches OFF even if there is a unit in V nS that is adjacent to every vertex in S (the latter would also decrease energy). Second, because of steepest descent, the switched OFF unit must have minimum degree in G S]. Consider a state S that is a clique. Because is su ciently negative, only a unit in V nS that is adjacent to every unit in S may be switched ON 2. Example. The second discrete dynamics that we will use on MAX-CLIQUE is applicable only to HcN and is based on annealing (varying) while performing SD. We term it -annealing. In -annealing we (1) Analysis of -annealing. In Figure 1 , fa,c,d,eg is a 2-degree-ratio set but not a 3-degree-ratio set. Lemma 3 The HcN stable states for arbitrary < 0 and 0 < w 0 < 1 y are exactly the j j-degree-ratio sets of G N .
Proof: From (6) Figure 1 are: fa,c,d,eg and fa,bg, the 2-degree-ratio sets.
Lemma 1|for < ?N and 0 < w 0 < 1, the HcN stable states are exactly the maximal cliques of G N |follows as a corollary because y = 1 and k-degree-ratio sets for any k > N are maximal cliques by de nition.
We can now discuss the expected behavior of -annealing. At every , the stable states are j j-degree-ratio sets. At close to 0, they are expected to satisfy constraints only weakly (i.e. not be cliques). As is decreased, constraints will become tighter until the stable states eventually become maximal cliques. The idea of annealing is motivated by the hope that|in analogy with simulated annealing|a progression of stable states with monotonically tightening constraints will eventually lead to a large clique. For the HcN example of Figure 1 Third, consider the optimization problem: given k and a graph G, nd a su ciently large k-degree-ratio set in G. This problem is a generalization of MAX-CLIQUE and may arise naturally in applications. It may also arise as a further relaxation of MAX-CLIQUE. The traditional relaxation of MAX-CLIQUE, motivated by its likely intractability, is to seek a su ciently large, rather than largest, clique. A further relaxation of MAX-CLIQUE is to seek a \near" clique. Tractability is one motivation; perhaps a more important one is when the objective of obtaining a large vertex set outweighs the need for it to be a clique (near cliques are larger than their corresponding cliques).
Section 5 (Table IV) gives precise empirical results on this statement. Our notion of k-degree-ratio sets is one characterization of a near-clique. -annealing is attractive because the sequence of its stable states is characterizable as a sequence of j j-degree-ratio sets, for any desired annealing schedule. Even when SD(V; ?2N) makes identical switches to -annealing, it is not clear which states in the sequence represent k-degree-ratio sets. Because of this ability to generate a sequence of j j-degree-ratio sets for any sequence of decreasing j j's, -annealing may have applications to hierarchical clustering in pattern recognition via graph-theoretic methods (see 8]).
Running Time. It is known that Hop eld networks with jw ij j = f0; 1g converge in O(N 2 ) unitswitches (see 25], Chapter 2, Theorem 2.3). This result thus also applies to the 0/1 weights network equivalent to HcN 13] . This equivalence however breaks down for arbitrary < 0. Therefore, here, we explicitly prove the same result for HcN, for arbitrary < 0. Rewriting (3): The maximum possible energy E max is E(V ) when G is the empty graph. That is, E max = Stochastic Steep Descent (SSD) is a stochastic variant of SD. In SSD, the deterministic moves of SD are replaced by energy descent moves that are stochastic but favor the steepest direction. The motivation is, with initial state V , to improve upon the already good optimization performance of SD(V ) (see Section 5) without a signi cant risk of worsening it. The unit to be updated is selected via a probability distribution P that has zero probability of \up-hill" moves and favors large (steepest-descent like) decreases in energy. Speci cally, let C(t) fij E i (t) < 0g.
(10) ensures that exactly one unit is switched. Our choice of (hence P) that approximates SD is the linear distribution, represented by
The probability of switching a unit is proportional to the amount of energy the switch decreases. SSD performs only gradient descent moves for two reasons: (1) to approximate SD and (2) because any serial-update gradient descent update scheme on HcN converges in 2N unit switches (Lemma 2). Non gradient-descent heuristics like simulated annealing are much slower. The idea behind SSD is that di erent runs on the same input will produce di erent solutions and because it approximates SD, it is expected to produce at least one solution that is better than SD in a small number of runs. Let SSD max (V 0 ; i) denote i runs of SSD on the same graph, with V 0 as input for each run. The best clique found is chosen. In Section 5, we will see that SSD max (V; N) performs signi cantly better than SD(V; < ?2N) and SSD max (V; 1), validating our ideas. Analysis of SSD. Though one main feature of SSD is stochastic approximation of steepest descent which is best exhibited when the input is V (see Section 5 for good performance of SSD max (V; N)), for simplicity, we restrict most of our analysis to the case when the input is ;. SSD(;) starts from the initial state ;|all units OFF|and sequentially turns units ON that are adjacent to every unit in the previous state. At any given time, all candidate (i.e. energyreducing) units are equiprobable to switch. Thus this dynamics is exactly the true (i.e fully local) asynchronous Hop eld dynamics, which is an implementation advantage in its favor over our other discrete dynamics (including SSD(V )).
The following lemma shows that if su ciently-many runs are employed, stochastic steep descent will nd the largest clique with probability 1. Let !(G) denote the size of the largest clique in G. 
Inequality (12) arises from the fact that the probability of obtaining vertex v i1 in the rst step is 1 n ; the probability of obtaining vertex v i2 in the second step is 
Note that the R.H.S. of (14) is also the probability that k vertices selected uniformly at random form a clique. However, because SSD exploits the structure of the graph and the \randomly-generate and test" algorithm does not, this bound is weak for SSD. In practice, SSD is expected to perform much better. From (14) , the expected number of runs i so that SSD max (;; i) nds a clique of size k is:
number of k-cliques in G (15) We now re ne the above SSD analysis for p-random graphs, exploiting some structure of the graphs to obtain a slightly better bound. A p-random n-vertex graph is one in which each of the ( n 2 ) vertex-pairs is connected by an edge, independent of other edges, with probability p. The expected degree of every vertex is p(n ?1) and the expected number of k-cliques is ( n k )p ( k 2 ) 6, 33].
To simplify analysis, for xed p and su ciently large n we assume that the degree of each vertex is n 1+p 2 and the number of k-cliques is exactly ( n k )p ( k 2 ) . By analysis similar to (10-13), PR i th run of SSD(;) involves k steps and outputs a given k-clique in the rst k steps] k! n(n 
By substituting for number of k-cliques, we obtain:
PR i th run of SSD(;) outputs a clique of size k]
The expected number of runs i so that SSD max (;; i) nds a clique of size k is thus:
The improvement in (18) over substituting for the number of k-cliques in (15) is a factor of ( 1+p 2 ) k?1 .
It is easy to check, however, that when p = 0:5 (the uniform distribution on graphs) and k 2 log 2 n (the expected maximum clique size in 0:5-random graphs; see Section 5), the bound of (18) grows faster than any polynomial. First, it is clear that the bound is not tight. The advantage is simplicity of analysis: the graph is xed before the rst run and the only random variables are SSD's stochastic decisions. A tighter analysis would need to consider the edges of the graphs as random variables that get individually xed during SSD's evolution; this complicates matters. Second, it is even unclear that a su ciently good bound is possible. There is an interesting conjecture by Jerrum 24] which states that, for any > 0, there is no polynomial time algorithm that with probability greater than half can nd a clique of size (1 + ) log 2 n in a 1 2 -random graph. Thus, though the simplest heuristic can nd a clique whose size is half of optimal in a random graph, the existence of a polynomial time algorithm that can nd a signi cantly better one is doubted.
A brief note about SSD vs backtracking search: the latter requires memory to remember the visited stable states and control to coordinate their visitation; the former requires memory only to remember the largest stable state so far. Consequently, SSD is much better suited for parallel distributed neural implementation. 
The xed points satisfy S i = g (w 0 + j w ij S j ). CHD minimizes the energy function of (4) and so on HcN|for su ciently large |the xed points approximate characteristic vectors of maximal cliques of the underlying G N . The choice of g as a sigmoid is also convenient for analog circuit implementations. The sigmoid is also related to the Boltzmann distribution; the signi cance of which is brie y reviewed in the next paragraph. CHD is a special case of Mean Field Annealing (see below). CHD is realizable in simple analog circuit implementations 16] (also see 14]). It can also be solved numerically in fully parallel form, as illustrated below.
S n+1 := S n + (? S n + g (W S n + (w 0 )))
where g( x) is notational shorthand for (g(x i )). is the step size. One iteration of (20) can be done in N g-evaluation, (N 2 ) multiplication, and (N) addition steps with 1 processor; 1 g-evaluation, (N) multiplication, and (NLogN) addition steps with N processors; and 1 g-evaluation, ( In MFA we (1) start at a high temperature T (small ), (2) reach a xed point by CHD, and (3) decrease T. We repeat Steps 2,3|using the xed point of the previous Step 2 as the initial state of the next Step 2|until T is su ciently small. The prescription for decreasing T is called the annealing schedule. A parallel numerical implementation of MFA is:
T T 0 ; Initialize S 0 repeat repeat S n+1 := S n + (? S n + g (W S n + (w 0 ))) until S n+1 is a xed point; Decrease T; S 0 S n+1 until T is su ciently small MFA In practice, the inner repeat loop may be iterated for a xed number of iterations (as we have done; see Section 5) or stopped \close" to a xed point, namely, when j S n+1 ? S n j , where is a pre-speci ed threshold.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we apply the various HcN dynamics to MAX-CLIQUE and empirically evaluate their approximation performance.
Test Graphs
We test performance on two types of graphs: p-random graphs and k random cliques graphs.
p-random graphs. p-random graphs, de ned in Section 3. (N)c or dd(N) e. An equally important related result 6] is that the size of the smallest maximal clique in a p-random graph is almost surely d(N) 2 , that is, half that of the maximum clique. The computational signi cance of this result is that any algorithm that returns only maximal cliques (e.g. all algorithms in this paper) will almost surely nd a clique within factor two of optimal in a p-random graph. On the ip side, however, there is the conjecture of Jerrum refered to in Section 3.3 which states that though factor two maximum clique approximation on p-random graphs is easy, nding even a slightly larger clique may be hard.
Both these results and Jerrum's conjecture are asymptotic (i.e. for su ciently large N). We have experimentally determined (see Table I 
(1 ? p k ) n?k (23) First, the expected sizes k 1 and k 0 of maximum clique and smallest maximal clique respectively are obtained by tabulating the distribution E N;p k] (which is binomial-like) and noting the k for which the values transition from 1 to << 1 and from << 1 to 1 respectively. These numerical estimates are much more accurate than d(N) on the graphs in our experiments. Our experimental results are consistent with them. Table I also shows that, notwithstanding Jerrum's conjecture, several dynamics perform signi cantly better than factor two of optimal on 100-to 400-vertex p-random graphs.
k random cliques graphs. These graphs are generated by generating k cliques of varying size at random and taking their union. Such graphs have a wide range of clique sizes|much wider than in p-random graphs. This suggests that such graphs are \hard" for approximating MAX-CLIQUE and may separate the poor algorithms from the good ones. Our experimental results support this suggestion (see Tables I and II; especially SD(;) and SSD(;; 1) vs SD(V )). For ease-of-programming, we used the following generation algorithm: Table I summarizes the experimental approximation performance of the various HcN dynamics on MAX-CLIQUE. The numbers are the clique sizes returned by the various algorithms, averaged over the number of graphs indicated in the header rows. Column 2 (jV j) indicates the graph order (number of vertices). The last two columns (labeled EMi; EMa) are the expected sizes of the smallest maximal clique and maximum clique respectively and are estimated by numerically tabulating the distribution of (23), as described earlier. The third last column is d(N)|Matula's estimate. These three columns are meaningful only for p-random graphs.
Place Table I here On p-random graphs, the performance of all algorithms vary little from their means. Table III reports these variations in detail. Therefore the averages reported in Table I are accurate estimates of performance. On k random cliques graphs, the clique sizes returned by the algorithms are signi cantly dependent on the graph instance. Therefore, the Table I averages are not good estimates of absolute performance. Table II reports the performance on individual 400-vertex graphs. The rst column is the lower bound on the maximum clique size obtained by recording the largest set used while generating each k random cliques graph.
Place Tables II and III The initial state to MFA was the same as to CHD. and w 0 were also the same. For every xed T, MFA was operated with = 0:1 and # iterations-per-T = N. The MFA annealing schedule was geometric: T n = a n?1 T n?1 ; T 0 = 2 3 (1 ? p)Nj j where a n = 0:9; n 3, a n = 0:5; n > 3. The schedule was operated until T n = 1 inclusive. The initial temperature T 0 was arrived at by the following approximate discrete analysis (in crude analogy with instability analysis in dynamical systems). Assume that the initial network state is S(0) = 0:5 N . Our goal is to nd the maximum temperature T to achieve a pre-speci ed desired change in every unit's state after one iteration. In our case, our pre-speci ed desired change was S i = 0:01. Consider a p-random N-vertex graph. From (20) , noting that the degree of every vertex is approximately pN, our parameter settings, Table I ).
Analysis. All dynamics exhibit trade-o s between implementation cost, running time, and approximation performance. CHD and MFA are implementable in analog circuits. By our choice of parameters, they require (N) and (N log N) iterations respectively. Though the SD and SSD dynamics also involve (N) unit-switches, on a sequential machine, one unit-switch can be implemented signi cantly faster than one iteration of CHD or MFA. Consequently SD and SSD are signi cantly faster than CHD and MFA on sequential machines. -annealing holds the same advantage to a slightly lesser extent. On a parallel distributed machine, one unit-switch of SD(;) and SSD(;; 1) is faster than one unit-switch of SD(V ) because the latter requires one global computation and the former does not. SSD(;; 1) may in fact be implemented as the true discrete asynchronous Hop eld dynamics and SSD(;; N) also shares this advantage to a slightly lesser extent but significantly improves on the approximation performance. SD(V ) however exhibits signi cantly better approximation performance than either SD(;) or SSD(;; 1). CHD is both slower and exhibits slightly poorer performance than SD(V ). On a semi-loaded SUN Sparc-station, the time to nd a clique is roughly, depending on N (100 to 400), 30-90 seconds for one run of the discrete dynamics, 5-30 minutes for CHD, and an hour or so for MFA. Though all dynamics are inherently parallel, parallel implementation of MFA should provide the greatest speed-up.
We now focus on the approximation performance of these dynamics. From Table I truly simple heuristic|performs very well, better than CHD, and almost as well as the winners. Though the performance of SD(V ) and -annealing is expected to be almost the same (Lemma 1), somewhat curiously the latter always performs just slightly better than the former. SD( ) performs the worst. We now compare the dynamics pair-wise to note the e ects of certain features.
Comparison of SD(;) and SD(V ) columns shows the e ect of the initial state: SD(V ) is signi cantly better.
Comparison of CHD and MFA columns shows the improvement due to annealing: MFA is signi cantly better.
Comparison of SSD(V; 1) and SSD(V; N) columns shows the improvement due to N runs: SSD(V; N) is signi cantly better.
Comparison of SD(;) and SSD(;; 1) columns shows the improvement due to randomization: SSD(;; 1) is always moderately better.
From Table III, Table I , SSD(V; 20) retrieved an average clique size of 8.12; SSD(V; 100), as noted in Table I , retrieves an average clique size of 8.60. On the 50 0:9-random graphs of Table I , SSD(V; 20) retrieved an average clique size of 27.64; SSD(V; 100), as noted in Table I , retrieves an average clique size of 28.76. The MFA annealing schedule was geometric: T n = a n?1 T n?1 ; T 0 as before. The following MFA parameter settings deserve further study: initial temperature T(0), annealing schedule, number of iterations per T. The main objective of this paper with regards to MFA has however been accomplished: it is shown, with a reasonable choice of parameters, that MFA is tied for the best performance. Also, on 0:9-random graphs, the MFA performance is already near-optimal and the sole winner.
k-degree-ratio sets. The maximum clique size in p-random graphs is small. In certain applications, it may be desirable to retrieve larger sets at the expense of relaxing the clique condition to a \near" clique (in particular to a k-degree-ratio set). One attractive feature of -annealing, mentioned earlier, is its ability to retrieve a sequence of k-degree-ratio sets for any desired sequence of increasing k's. This processing is not possible with other dynamics. Table IV reports on the sizes of the k-degree-ratio sets returned by -annealing as intermediate stable states on the p-random graphs of Table I < Place Table IV here > 6 Conclusion MAX-CLIQUE is a classic graph optimization problem that is NP-hard even to approximate well. For this and related reasons, it is a problem of considerable interest in theoretical computer science. MAX-CLIQUE also has several real-world applications.
In this paper, we have encoded MAX-CLIQUE in a special case of the Hop eld Network and approximately solved it via several discrete (deterministic and stochastic) and continuous energydescent dynamics. We have noted that some of these dynamics emulate well-known MAX-CLIQUE heuristics, whereas others (e.g. MFA and -annealing) arise from the neural network connection. We have theoretically characterized the properties of several dynamics in the context of their application to MAX-CLIQUE.
Our detailed experiments on p-random and k random cliques graphs have shown that mean eld annealing and stochastic steep descent perform the best and SD(;), the \naive" greedy dynamics, performs the worst. The other dynamics have their advantages.
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